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                    	Design
Award-winning design

	Benefits
Open with a push of a button

	Features
Custom solutions for living outdoor space

	Get A Quote
Click here for a quote
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                       Retractable Pool Enclosures

Reinvent your outdoors with our patented patio and pool enclosures in New Zealand. From the intricate design, automated features to light-weight structure, our products provide a sustainable solution while enjoying swimming all round the year.

Our pool enclosures are:

	Aesthetically designed
	Automated features for smooth function (such as patented automatic drive system)
	Made from durable material for prolonged use
	Robust structure to withstand weather onslaught such as rain, winds and snow etc
	Protects from UV radiation
	Prevents the entry of insects such as wasps and mosquitoes


Do not let unpredictable weather spoil the day, instead get a patio or pool enclosure installed for a year round experience and add more value to your property.

Read More

                    

                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                    
                        Transform Simple Ideas Into INOVATIVE Products

We Conceptualize & Engineer Products That Make A Notable Difference In The Lives of Our Clients

                    

                
            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                Retractable Roofs

                                Its time to embrace nature above the roof while enjoying the comforts of being indoors with our retractable roofs. They are not just functional but add aesthetic beauty to your residential or commercial property.

                                They are engineered using state-of-the-art technology and tools. Just a slight push of the button regulates the movement of the automatic roof against inclement weather - rain, wind and heat all year round.

                                You no longer have to be concerned about unpredictable weather as our retractable roofs give you the freedom to adjust the proportion of cover your home or patio interior needs.

                                And the best part is, it’s all so convenient and maintenance-free. Enjoy quality time with family and friends with our retractable roofs giving you complete control over how much to let in!

                                Read More
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                        INNOVATION-DRIVEN TEAM

                        We leverage advanced technology and manufacturing practices to engineer products for residential and commercial applications

                    

                
            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                               Fully Automatic Pool Covers

Our fully automatic pool reels/covers are a sophisticated product that allows you to truly enjoy your swimming pool with ease. No ugly strings or cables to move the pool cover; it’s just a push button that does it all so that you can enjoy swimming without the hassle of fighting with the solar pool cover.

We take immense pride in our patented design and manufacturing techniques that have made our automatic pool covers an indispensable accessory to manage your property.

Browse through our listed pool covers that are stunning, sustainable and add more value to your investment!

Read More
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        Our PRODUCTS

        
            
                
                    
                        	
Retractable Pool Enclosures
Our retractable pool enclosures and fixed enclosures create an indoor-outdoor pool oasis with no worries about the weather. Longevity and durability is our priority, so there is need to worry about heavy snow or high winds. Just enjoy your oasis. 
	
Automatic Pool Covers
At CIP we not only manufacture but designed the only hands free, automatic pool cover reel with you in mind.  The automatic pool reel covers and uncovers autocratically.  Start enjoying the benefits of automation with a push of a button. 
	
Retractable Roofs
Enclose any outdoor space with our retractable roof enclosures into an indoor space with ease. Our maintenance free patented drive system opens or closes the retractable roof with a simple push of a button. Enjoy your indoor outdoor space year round. 
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                                        info@poolenclosures-poolcovers.co.nz
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            CIP Connection

            We will respond to all messages within the day.
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